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A Handful of Flour

By Marie Larson

"With electricity at her service, woman's brain will change and achieve new capabilities," Thomas Edison predicted 25 years ago. But it was not the introduction of electricity alone that revolutionized household routine.

Less than 15 years ago the housewife used the kitchen teacup as a baking measure. It was not until then that manufacturers offered a list of tested and approved measuring cups and spoons.

Commercial food canning did not appear until early in the twentieth century. As for all innovations some frowned upon it because they claimed it would make mother's cooking a lost art and the home not what it used to be.

The sealed package belongs to the same era as canning. The public immediately and enthusiastically accepted them and the unsealed packages sold at a great disadvantage compared with those that were sealed.

More extensive knowledge of nutrition changed our eating habits. Before the close of the last century, thirteen courses had definitely become a thing of the past; the trend was toward simpler meals, simpler entertaining.

No more must women be advised "to wear a mop cap that completely covers the head" as a protection against dust while cleaning. Marvelous new cleaning devices have entirely eliminated such a precaution.

Only within the last 20 years has the convenient modern electric iron been available. The history of the evolution of ironing from the use of flat stones and wooden mallets of primitive times up to the electric ironers of the last century is long and absorbing.

Articles on laundering in the 80's recommended black pepper and ox gall for "setting" fugitive colors in cottons and linens. Today we expect manufacturers to give us fast colors and, in addition, to pre-shrink our ready-made garments.

As Edison predicted, women did take advantage of increased leisure and they have developed new capabilities which increased their efficiency as homemakers.

Business heads have realized that the woman in the home has as her responsibility 80 percent of the household purchasing and they have sensed the importance of making a direct appeal to her. A large percent of home economists in business are married.

Home Economics has exerted a tremendous influence in restaurants and cafeterias. They have made great strides in the past five years in modernizing their business in every possible way. This trend is due to new eating habits of the people formed through home economics departments of magazines, newspapers and utility companies. These have shown owners need for complete revision of menus giving special attention to simpler, well-balanced, home cooked foods, with vegetables and salads occupying a prominent place.

Innovations have also been made by owners of restaurants and tea rooms for creating pleasant atmosphere in the kitchen and dining rooms and infinite care is being exercised in the selection, preparation, and serving of the food.

Advertisers, who formerly considered home economists as unreasonable and unreasonable enemies to their advertising copy, have now united with them to gain a fair deal for both business and the consumer. The President of the National Home Economics Association was recently invited to tell the Association of National Advertisers what home economists think business can do to remove consumer's suspicion. Now increasing numbers of journalistically trained home economists are employed in the advertising department of various business firms.

All progressive editors are aware of the fact that the choice of newspapers and magazines is invariably the respon-
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